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a b s t r a c t 

With the increasing availability of the Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA) support 

in computer networks, the so called Partitioned Global Address Space (PGAS) model has 

evolved in the last few years. Although there are several cases where a PGAS approach 

can easily solve difficult message passing situations, like in particle tracking and adaptive 

mesh refinement applications, the producer-consumer pattern, usually adopted in task- 

based parallelism, can only be implemented inefficiently because of the separation be- 

tween data transfer and synchronization (which is usually unified in message passing pro- 

gramming models). 

In this paper, we provide two contributions: (1) we propose an extension for the For- 

tran language that provides the concept of Notified Access by associating regular coarray 

variables with event variables. (2) We demonstrate that the MPI extension proposed by 

foMPI for Notified Access can be used effectively to implement the same concept in a 

PGAS run-time library like OpenCoarrays. 

Moreover, for a hydrodynamics mini-application, we found that Fortran 2018 events 

perform always better than Fortran 2008 sync statements on many-core processors. We 

finally show how the proposed Notified Access can improve the performance even more. 

© 2018 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 

1. Introduction 

In recent years computer architectures have changed significantly: heterogeneous hardware, high level of parallelism, 

higher failure rates and the lack of globally cache coherent systems will compel users to write parallel applications in a 

more flexible way. In this environment, task-based parallelism can be very effective because it allows the programmer to 

cope efficiently with heterogeneous hardware, dynamic workloads and failures. 

The producer-consumer communication pattern is widely adopted in high performance parallel applications using any 

form of halo exchange or task-based parallelism. All producer-consumer communications requires two basic steps: (1) data 

transmission and (2) synchronization. In the point-to-point message passing model, both steps are provided by the receive 

operation. Remote Memory Address (RMA) programming schemes, which include most Partitioned Global Address Space 

(PGAS) languages, separate data transfer and synchronization into different primitives. For the producer-consumer commu- 

nication pattern, this approach is inefficient because it requires at least three message transactions on the critical path. 
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For a Put operation, the first message is represented by the data transfer initiated by the producer, the second message 

is the ack message sent by the consumer when the transfer is completed (the producer waits for remote completion in a 

flush operation). The third message is required by the explicit synchronization initiated by the producer. 

This inefficiency has been deeply analyzed and tackled by Belli and Hoefler in [1] ; we report their finding in Section 2 . 

To work around this inefficiency, we propose to add the concept of Notified Access provided by [1] in coarray Fortran 

(CAF) by associating a coarray event variable to a regular data coarray variable. This approach would provide minimal impact 

on the already existing Fortran 2018 1 features and it would not be complex to use for end users. In Section 3 we explain 

why events are suitable for implementing Notified Access in coarray Fortran and how their implementation in OpenCoarrays 

can be easily adapted to fit the Notified Access requirements. 

As a proof of concept, we implemented the Notified Access in OpenCoarrays [2] on top of the strawman Interface for 

Notified Access for MPI proposed by Belli and Hoefler in [1] provided in foMPI_NA . The implementation of Notified Access 

in OpenCoarrays on top of foMPI_NA will be described in Section 4 . 

Then, in Section 5 , we compare the performance of the Fortran Notified Access implementation we are proposing in this 

paper with the regular Fortran 2018 events, for a pipelined stencil called Sync_P2P (from the Intel Parallel Research Kernels 

[3] ). We also compare the performance of our Fortran Notified Access with regular Fortran 2018 events and MPI two-sided 

version of a regular stencil kernel applied on a Structured Grid, which represents the common halo exchange communication 

pattern. We finally show a performance comparison of the Coarray Fortran version of CloverLeaf 2 presented in [4] , with two 

custom event-based versions run on Intel Knights Landing. The first version is based purely on standard Fortran 2018 events; 

the second one is based on Notified Access. In Section 7 , we report our conclusions and future work. 

2. Introduction to foMPI with notified access 

In [1] , Belli and Hoefler examine the inefficiencies of the one-sided communication functions when applied on the 

producer-consumer communication pattern. Many producer-consumer communication patterns need one message for syn- 

chronization, which implies additional network transactions. For example, for a remote put there will be one message for the 

actual data transfer, one for communicating the remote completion and one for the explicit synchronization. For a remote 

get, there will be two messages for the actual data transfer and one for synchronization. See [1] for details. 

To tackle this inefficiency, Belli and Hoefler propose to extend the RMA programming models with a new mechanism 

called Notified Access which allows the target process to detect when a transfer is completed without additional messages. 

Notified Access adds a remote completion notification to any remote access. The target process can use this notification 

for synchronizing local or remote accesses to the buffer. The interpretation of the notification depends on the action: if the 

notified access is a read then the notification indicates that the data was copied and the buffer can be overwritten; if the 

notified access is a write then the notification indicates that the data was committed to memory and can be read. The origin 

can mark accesses with a notification or without, i.e., not all accesses have to trigger a remote notification. 

While Notified Access is independent of a particular programming model, Belli and Hoefler propose an interface for the 

Message Passing Interface (MPI). They implemented the new interface for Notified Access using the open source foMPI (Fast 

One Sided MPI) [5] which supports the full MPI-3.0 One Sided interface. The foMPI library is based on Cray DMAPP [6,7] and 

XPMEM [8] APIs for inter- and intra-node communications, respectively. 

The extended foMPI-NA 

3 uses the uGNI API [7] that provides direct access to Cray’s Fast Memory Access (FMA) and 

Block Transfer Engine (BTE) mechanisms. Using both mechanisms it is possible to directly notify the completion of a RDMA 

operation to the target process. 

2.1. MPI interface for notified access 

To extend MPI with Notified Access, Belli and Hoefler introduce a notified variant for each communication opera- 

tion in MPI RMA. Each new function has an additional integer tag argument. In Listing 1 we show the C interface for 

MPI_Put_notify . 
MPI request objects are used for notification at the target side. The requests are initialized explicitly with the function 

MPI_Notify_init and are not automatically freed. 

MPI_Notify_init initializes a request for notification and binds it to a specific MPI window with notification count, 

tag and source. The returned MPI request object can be used with the usual MPI test and wait functions. A request completes 

after expected_count matching notified accesses have been performed. Matching is performed in order and it is defined 

through source and tag and the wild-cards MPI_ANY_SOURCE and MPI_ANY_TAG are supported. If a request is completed, 

the returned MPI status object includes the information of only the last matching notified access. In Listing 2 we show the 

C interface for MPI_Notify_init . 

1 The Fortran Committee recently decided to change the name of the next Fortran standard from Fortran 2015 to Fortran 2018. 
2 freely available on Github at https://github.com/UK-MAC/CloverLeaf . 
3 Available at http://spcl.inf.ethz.ch/Research/Parallel _ Programming/foMPI _ NA/ . 
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